MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 13, 2020
CORAL BAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MEETING
Thursday, August 13, 2020
   7:00 p.m. 	
Call to Order
The August 13, 2020 meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Coral Bay Community Development District was held as a telephone conference meeting and was called to order at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was conducted in accordance with the orders issued by Office of the Governor, that enabled both the Board of Supervisors and members of the public to attend and participate in the meeting utilizing the following call
in information 1-(929)-205-6099, or 1-301-715-8592; ID #867-9481-1095.
Also, in attendance via teleconference were Michael Pawelczyk, District Counsel; Dennis
Baldis, GMS; Julio Padilla, GMS; Andressa Navarette, GMS; Jonathan Geiger, District Engineer, and several residents.
Attendee Name	Title	Status
Dan Dean	Chairman	Via teleconference
John Hall	Vice Chairman	Via teleconference
Tina Hagen	Treasurer	Via teleconference
Tony Spavento	Supervisor	Via teleconference
Ronald Gallucci	Supervisor	Via teleconference





August 13, 2020
Coral Bay COD
1.
Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Dean called the meeting to order and requested that the Board take a moment
of silence in lieu of the Pledge of Allegiance. (A moment of silence was taken at this time)
(Tape Time:  0:00:54)
2.
Presentations/Reports
(No presentations were scheduled for this meeting - Tape Time: 0:01:51)
3.
Audience Comments/Supervisors	Responses
Mr. Dean asked if there were any audience comments at this time. (Tape Time:
0:01:58)
Mr. Stefan Ehrenberg from Port Antiqua commented asked about the tennis court sign and when it would be put up, because there are several issues with soccer players
on the court.  He also asked about the pool reopening.  (Tape Time:  0:02:28)
Mr. Dean stated just for clarity that Mr. Ehrenberg was talking about the sign that says, "tennis only on the tennis courts".  Mr. Ehrenberg confirmed that was correct. (Tape
Time:  0:03:02)
Mr. Padilla stated he informed Mr. Ehrenberg the order for the signs has been placed and they are waiting for the sign company to complete the signs. No estimate time was given as to when they would be ready due to the fact the sign company is short staffed since they have employees out with COVID-19.  Mr. Padilla stated as soon as
they have the signs, probably by at the end of next week, they would schedule the
installment of the signs. (Tape Time:  0:03:14)
Mr. Dean commented the pool reopening item would be discussed at this meeting since it was on the agenda again. (Tape Time:  0:04:12) Mr. Dean asked for any other
audience comments, there were none at this time.
4.
Staff Reports
Mr. Dean asked Mr. Pawelczyk for his report. (Tape Time:  0:05:00)
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A.
Attorney - Discussion of 2020 Legislative Update
Memorandum
Mr. Pawelczyk stated since the agenda for this meeting was very lengthy, the only
item he had under his report was the 2020 legislative update memorandum.  Mr. Pawelczyk commented that some of the items included in the legislative update may be applicable to Coral Bay COD.	He then gave a brief overview of some of the items that may apply to the District, and mentioned that he would leave the other items for the Board to read on their own, however if they had any questions to let him know. (Tape
Time:  0:05:07)
(At this point in the meeting there was a brief Q&A session among the Board
members and Mr. Pawelczyk regarding the legislative update) (Tape Time:  0:13:42)
8.
Engineer
1)
Discussion on Permit Application Regarding Driveway Extensions for 6177 Mohawk Terrace
2)
Discussion on No Objection Letter Request Regarding Driveway Extensions for 3329 Apache Lane
3)
Discussion on No Objection Letter Request Regarding Driveway Extension for 3343 Bonita Lane
4)
Discussion on Correcting Apron Regarding Driveway Apron Expansion for 3234
Mr. Dean asked for Mr. Geiger for his report. (Tape Time:  0:17:54)
Mr. Geiger stated there were 4 permits to be reviewed by the Board and gave a brief update on each one. Mr. Geiger stated #1, 6177 Mohawk Terrace driveway extension, commenting that the resident had provided all the paperwork, the HOA application and COD application and recommended that the permit be approved. (Tape
Time:  0:18:06)
(At this point in the meeting there was a brief Q&A discussion among the Board
members and Mr. Geiger regarding this application) (Tape Time:  0:19:00)
Mr. Dean asked for a motion to approve this application.
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Mr. Hall commented when his HOA approves applications they put a 180 day expiration on it because some people get approvals, then 5 years later they go back and do the job.  Mr. Hall asked if the COD should have some kind of an expiration date. (Tape
Time:  0:20:06)
(At this point in the meeting there was a lengthy discussion among the Board
members and staff regarding the permit applications on the agenda and in general)  Mr. Ba/dis suggested a 90 day expiration and also include on the application the surface extension length of the apron extension matches the length of existing driveway and the
apron extension materials matches the existing apron.) (Tape Time:  0:21:03)
Mr. Spavento asked if anyone had spoken to the Margate Building Department relating to these applications.  Mr. Spavento stated he would be voting no on all
applications because these requests are not Coral Bay COD business they are resident's
private driveways and the COD has not jurisdiction.
(Tape Time:
0:25:46)
Mr. Geiger stated #2 is 3329 Apache Lane, No Objection letter request for
driveway extension.  Mr. Geiger commented the resident is stating the City of Margate
4
ACTION:	Approve permit application regarding driveway extension for 6177 Mohawk Terrace
RESULT:		Driveway extension for 6177 Mohawk Terrace was approved with a 90 expiration date from the date of permit issue from the City of Margate, and approval of No Objection Letter to be sent to the City of Margate if required (Current apron extension must match the existing apron material)
MOVER:	Tina Hagen

SECONDER:	John Hall
AYES:	3 in favor, 2 opposed (R. Gallucci!T. Spavento) Tape time: 0:31:47
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Building Department will not approve their permit without HOA and COD approval.  He also stated that this resident is not extending her driveway apron, but the driveway was
extended. (Tape Time:  0:32:44)
(At this point in the meeting there was a very lengthy discussion among the Board
members and staff regarding this permit application) (Tape Time:
0:33:08)
Mr. Geiger stated #3 is 3433 Bonita Lane and is pretty straight forward.
commented that the Board had seen and approved this application previously,
He
but the
HOA permit was expired at the time.  The Board requested the resident come back with HOA approval, which has been provided from Fay's Cove and the resident is requesting
a No Objection Letter. (Tape Time:  0:50:25)
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ACTION:	Approve permit application regarding driveway extension for 3433 Bonita Lane
ACTION:	Approve permit application regarding driveway extension for 3329 Apache Lane
RESULT:		Motion was not approved to issue the No Objection Letter for the driveway extension at 3329 Apache Lane because the resident did not have HOA approval, and also would not extend the swale and in the process would destroy District property
MOVER:	John Hall

SECONDER:	Tina Hagen

AYES:		1 in favor, 4 opposed (D. Dean/J. Hall/T. Hagen/T. Spavento)
Tape time: 0:39:36
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Mr. Geiger stated #4 is 3234 W. Buena Vista Drive was just an update.  The resident had already received approval approximately 2 years ago.  The driveway apron material did not match the current material, the homeowner installed concrete instead of stamped.  The homeowner informed Mr. Geiger it would be completed by September 1st.
(Tape Time:  1:00:42)
Mr. Padilla stated this item was just to let the Board know that this item would be
taken care of by September 1st.  (Tape Time: 1:01:31)
Mr. Dean requested (Tape Time:  1:01:43) if an item like this comes before the Board in the future, if there is no HOA approval it should not be included in the agenda,
no discussion or questions about it.  If something does get included in the agenda packet, all backup must be there, if the backup is not available it should not be on the agenda for any reason, all l's must be dotted, all T's must be crossed otherwise it's a waste of the
Board's time.
(At this point in the meeting there was a brief back and forth discussion among the
Board members and staff regarding this item and matters regarding specific verbiage
relating to recommendations.	The Board agreed with Mr. Dean's statement, there was no objection for this apron correction) (Tape Time:  1:03:10)
Mr. Alan Kapalka:  This is Alan Kapalka from lslamorada and I just wanted to make one comment on that because I'm intimately aware of this, except the recent
events.  This came before the Board with them wanting to do pavers, and the Board told
6
RESULT:		Driveway extension for 3433 Bonita Lane (including paving the swale area subject to meeting the specs as required) as well as the No Objection Letter was approved
MOVER:	John Hall

SECONDER:	Tina Hagen
AYES:	3 in favor, 2 opposed (R. Gallucciff. Spavento) Tape time: 0:58:08
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them it had to be concrete.  That's why there's concrete out there and now there's an exception because it doesn't match and if Julio has got them to agree with stamped, fine, all well and good, but just realize when it first came before the Board they were told it had to be a concrete apron, otherwise they were going to put pavers in there.  That's all I
want to say about it, I'm glad it's resolved and we can go forward and we're more
sensitive to what needs to be done out there on all parties, so thank you.
Mr. Dean:  Thank you sir.
C.	Treasurer
1)
Approval of Check Run Summary and Invoices
2)
Combined Balance Sheet, Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
Mr. Dean asked for any questions, or a motion to approve the financials.
Time:  1:08:08)
(Tape
A copy of the Combined Balance Sheet and Statement of Revenues and
Expenditures were enclosed.
D.
Field Manager
1)
2)
Monthly Report
Discussion on Resident's Request to be reimbursed for Gate Incident (This item was moved to Old Business on the agenda)
Mr. Padilla gave a brief update on his monthly field manager's report at this time.
He informed the Board that Broward County was requesting a TOPS Vehicle Release
7
ACTION:	Approve Check Run Summary

RESULT:	Check Run Summary was approved

MOVER:	Tina Hagen

SECONDER:	John Hall

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time: 1:08:14
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Form to be able to obtain reimbursement for the accident repairs at North Bay Drive.  Mr. Padilla stated he would need direction from the Board to approve this item.  Mr.
Pawelczyk had reviewed the form and once the form was approved by the Board,
Broward County Risk Management would send the amount of $4,000 as reimbursement for the repairs at North Bay Drive.	(Tape Time:  1:09:22).
(At this point in the meeting there was a brief Q&A session between the Board
members and staff regarding this item) (Tape Time:
1:10:02)
Mr. Padilla continued with his field manager's report giving an update on Margate Police Department enforcing no parking areas stating as long as the District had signs indicating the areas the police would be able to enforce them.  Mr. Padilla stated he would be meeting with Mr. Gallucci to determine where those signs needed to be placed if the Board had no objection.  Mr. Padilla stated the main area for the signs would be at
The Cape. (Tape Time:  1:12:23)
Mr. Gallucci stated it would just be Cape Drive, if no parking signs have to be on
both sides of the street. (Tape Time:  1:13:33)
(At this point in the meeting there was a lengthy back and forth discussion among the Board members and staff regarding this item and the community map where the
signs would be placed) (Tape Time:  1:13:51)
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ACTION:	Approve execution of the Broward County TOPS Vehicle Release From to obtain $4,000 reimbursement for repairs due to accident at North Bay Drive
RESULT:		Broward County TOPS Vehicle Release Form was approved for execution and reimbursement of $4,000
MOVER:	John Hall

SECONDER:	Tina Hagen

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time: 1:11:38
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Mr. Dean suggested staff work with the District engineer (Mr. Geiger) and also Mr. Gallucci to figure out the appropriate areas for the signs.  The Board agreed and had no
objection. (Tape Time:  1:17:21)
Mr. Padilla continued with updates from the field manager's report at this time.
(Tape Time:  1:18:01)
Mr. Hall commented on the traffic agreement between Coral Bay and the City of Margate Police relating to off duty patrol being able to enforce no parking on sidewalks. Mr. Padilla stated he would contact Margate Police Department to find out what is
needed for them to enforce sidewalk obstructions. (Tape Time:  1:18:38)
Mr. Pawelczyk stated he reviewed the agreement and it doesn't need to be
amended or changed in any way from what is existing.  (Tape Time: 1:19:54)
Mr. Padilla continued with updates from the field manager's report at this time stating a resident had requested several times to have a doggie station installed at Harbor Bend and road verge in Mallory Harbor.  The Board had no objection and directed
Mr. Padilla to do so.  Mr. Padilla stated he would take care of that. (Tape Time:  1:24:53)
Mr. Padilla stated (Tape Time:  1:25:41) an additional item he wanted to bring before the Board, was related to a gate arm accident that happened in July, 2020 where a gate arm fell on a resident's leased car while she was exiting the community.  That resident was asking for the District to pay for the repairs to her leased car.  Mr. Padilla stated on that day, an hour prior to that incident, there was another incident where a
vehicle hit the gate and damaged it, resulting in the gate arm not operating properly when she drove through it. Mr. Padilla stated he went back and reviewed the video and Envera had responded within their 6 hours contractual agreement to repair, so Envera would not be responsible for the resident's vehicle damage.  Mr. Padilla stated the resident
provided him with 2 proposals, one for $542.81 and another one for $1,323.
(At this point in the meeting there was a brief back and forth discussion among the
Board members and staff regarding this item) (Tape Time:  1:27:26)  (The Board directed staff to provide the resident with the District's insurance information and have her submit
a claim to them)
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Mr. Padilla stated (Tape Time: 1:30:49) the last item he had was related to COi, (Christmas Designers, Inc.) Mr. Padilla commented that it was getting close the holiday season, and they needed to let COi know what the Board's direction would be at this
point as to decorations, otherwise COi would install what was done last year.
Mr. Dean stated (Tape Time:  1:31:22) the Board would want some kind of a formal proposal from COi with some alternatives.  Mr. Baldis (Tape Time: 1:31:53) asked what type of design the Board would be looking, or if the Board wanted to go back to the previous design they had 2 years ago.  Mr. Dean stated yes, it would be better to do that. Mr. Baldis clarified the direction from the Board would be to go back to the year prior to last year, Mr. Dean agreed and stated if the Board wanted to make modifications they could.  Mr. Baldis he would speak with Joe Campbell from COi and bring something back
to the September meeting.
E.
COD Manager
1)
2)
Approval of the Minutes of the July 9, 2020 Meeting
Consideration of the Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Meeting Schedule
Mr. Dean asked for any questions, or a motion to approve the proposed Fiscal Year 2021 meeting schedule.  He also asked if someone had checked the meeting dates
for Rosh Hashana and Yorn Kippur for any conflicts.  (Tape Time:  1:36:40)
Mr. Baldis (Tape Time:  1:37:14) asked if the Board would consider changing the
meeting times from 7:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. due to the fact the meetings run long and end
10
ACTION:	Approve Minutes of the July 9, 2020 Meeting

RESULT:	July 9, 2020 Meeting minutes were approved

MOVER:	Tina Hagen

SECONDER:	Tony Spavento

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  1:36:00
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very late.  Mr. Baldis commented that many of his other Districts start at 6:00 p.m. and
are considering moving them earlier since everyone is at home doing virtual meetings.
Mr. Dean asked Mr. Pawelczyk if that request could be done on a meeting by meeting basis. (Tape Time:  1:37:53) Mr. Pawelczyk stated the Board needs to approve a meeting schedule for fiscal year 2021, which could be changed at any time in the future and re-advertised.  He also stated the Board could table this item and bring it back to the September meeting to be able to check the dates for Rosh Hashana and Yorn Kippur.  If they wanted to do the September meeting at 6:00 p.m. they could do that as well,  because the Executive Orders were extended for through September by video conferencing or virtual meetings and would expire October 1st.  Mr. Dean stated (Tape Time:  1:39:10) he was able to confirm after checking a calendar that both holidays were
clear and those dates were not listed on the 2021 meeting schedule.
(The Board had no objection to starting the September, 2020 meeting (only) at
6:00 p.m. and bringing back the fiscal year 2021 meeting schedule to be approved at the next meeting in September)
Mr. Dean requested when setting up virtual meetings going forward not to place a
password to get into the meetings because it creates difficulties for the Board members. Mr. Baldis said he would take care of his request.  (Tape Time:  1:41:27)
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ACTION:	Approve September 10, 2020 meeting to start at 6:00 p.m. instead of 7:00 p.m.
RESULT:	The September 10, 2020 virtual meeting was approved to start at 6:00 p.m., instead of 7:00 p.m.
MOVER:	Tina Hagen

SECONDER:	John Hall

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  1:40:46
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Mr. Hall commented that he noticed the ground signs notifying the COD meetings were not installed at the gates and asked staff if there was a reason for that. (Tape Time:
1:43:15)
Mr. Padilla (Tape Time:  1:43:39) stated he did see some in other areas, but he would check with Pete to see why they were placed in different areas. Mr. Dean (Tape Time:  1:43:59) stated as a follow up, the signs will have to be adjusted for the temporary meeting time for the September meeting at 6:00 p.m.  Mr. Padilla stated he would take
care of that request as well.
5.
New Business
A.
Public Hearing to Adopt the Fiscal Year 2021 Budget
1)
2)
3)
Motion to Open the Public Hearing
Public Comment and Discussion
Consideration  of Resolution #2020-05 Appropriation  Resolution
Consideration  of Resolution #2020-06 Non Ad Valorem Assessments
Motion to Close the Public Hearing
Annual
4)
Levy of
5)
Mr. Dean asked Ms. Hagen to guide the discussion of the budget and give a brief
explanation since she was primarily involved in the preparation of the budget. (Tape Time: 1:45:14) Ms. Hagen agreed (Tape Time:  1:45:33) and stated at this time there
12
ACTION:	Opening the Public Hearing

RESULT:	The Public Hearing was opened

MOVER:	Tina Hagen

SECONDER:	John Hall

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  1:44:37
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would be public comment and discussion, however, the budget was discussed at great length already and she didn't really have much more to contribute at this time, but she
would answer any questions if anyone had any.
Mr. Dean asked Ms. Hagen to summarize where they were at and what was under consideration at this time. (Tape Time:  1:45:52) Ms. Hagen agreed, stating that the District was keeping the assessment amount level, and she continued with a brief
summary explaining some of the budget line items.
Mr. Dean asked if there were any public comments or discussion relating to the
budget. (Tape Time: 1:49:43)
(At this point in the meeting public comments and discussion were taken. The
Board gave responses to all who had questions) (Tape Time:  1:49:53)
Mr. Dean asked for a motion to approve resolution #2020-05 at this time. (Tape
2:00:14)
Time:
Mr. Dean asked for a motion to approve resolution #2020-06 at this time. (Tape
2:08:37)
Time:
13
ACTION:	Approve Resolution #2020-06 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments
ACTION:	Approve Resolution #2020-05 Annual Appropriation Resolution
RESULT:		Resolution #2020-05 the Annual Appropriation Resolution was approved
MOVER:	Tina Hagen

SECONDER:	John Hall

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  2:02:40
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B. Discussion
on Tractor/Trailer Parking Issues
Mr. Dean asked Mr. Padilla to give a brief summary of the tractor trailer parking issue which included pictures in the agenda.  Mr. Padilla stated this was a request from
Mr. Hall. (Tape Time:  2: 11:15)
Mr. Hall gave a short summary of the pictures stating this tractor trailer is owned by a resident who is parking it on Southwind Drive.  The resident informed Mr. Padilla that he read the rules for the community and he was not going to move his tractor trailer. Mr. Hall stated when the trailer is parked for 2 to 3 days in the same spot it obstructs traffic on the street and he wanted to know if it could be stickered and towed within a
couple of days. (Tape Time:  2: 11:33)
Mr. Baldis suggested the Board consider changing the parking rules to state no commercial vehicles parked on COD streets at any time and if someone does park their
vehicle they are towed or booted immediately. (Tape Time:  2:12:56)
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ACTION:	Closing the Public Hearing

RESULT:	The Public Hearing was closed

MOVER:	Tony Spavento

SECONDER:	Tina Hagen

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  2:10:40
RESULT:		Resolution #2020-06 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments was approved
MOVER:	Tina Hagen

SECONDER:	John Hall

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  2:09:28
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(At this point in the meeting there was a lengthy back and forth discussion among
the Board members and staff regarding this item) (Tape Time:
2:13:16)
(The Board directed staff to draft verbiage to post on the website notifying residents of parking enforcement reinstatement and rule for towing vehicles over 22 feet long and 12 feet high) (The Board also directed staff to purchase and order large signs to place at all entrances and exits relating to parking enforcement reinstatement and rule of
towing vehicles) (Tape Time:  2:38:29)
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ACTION:	Approve to suspend parking enforcement regulations for vehicles under 22 feet and 12 feet in height during the COVID-19 Pandemic
RESULT:	Suspend parking enforcement for vehicles under 22 feet and 12 feet in height during the COVID-19 Pandemic was approved
MOVER:	Tony Spavento

SECONDER:	Tina Hagen

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  2:32:16
ACTION:	Approve to reinstate parking enforcement

RESULT:	Reinstating parking enforcement was approved

MOVER:	Tony Spavento

SECONDER:	Tina Hagen

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  2:23:20
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Mr. Spavento suggested since it would take time for the signs to be made, have staff create a flyer to place on the tractor trailer windshield, informing the owner that on this date, this rule was made and you are hereby notified that your vehicle will be towed. (Tape Time: 2:38:58) (The Board authorized Mr. Hall to meet with staff (Mr. Ba/dis) to work on flyer verbiage and the specific process to notify all residents of parking enforcement reinstatement and rule of towing vehicles over 22 fee long and 12 feet high)
(Tape Time:  2:39:26)
C. Discussion on Coral Bay COD Map Easement
Regarding 6130 Buena Vista Drive
Mr. Dean asked Mr. Padilla to give a brief overview on this item (Tape Time: 2:43:50)
Mr. Hall stated when he was walking around the community he noticed on the bank of the canal behind this address there was a 35 foot tree which was recently removed by the homeowner which was probably on District property, and therefore owned by the District.  He also commented that Mr. Padilla sent him a copy of the map showing the easement and property lines for this address and there was also a patio installed that may not be on the owner's property. (Tape Time:  2:44:15) Mr. Baldis commented the tree may have been in the lake maintenance easement as well. (Tape
Time:  2:48:29)
(The Board directed staff to report the tree removal to the City of Margate and anything else that was built or placed in the easement (patio) stating the resident was in violation of the tree ordinance and/or building a patio without a permit) (Tape Time:
2:50:10)
Mr. Baldis stated he would notify the City of Margate the tree had been removed without a permit, if there's a patio there, they will ask the city if the patio was built with a
permit, and will let the Board know at the next meeting. (Tape Time:  2:58:45)
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6.
Old Business
A.  Discussion of Special Duty Detail Request with Margate Police Department
Mr. Dean requested whoever brought this item to the agenda, that in the future the
off duty patrol schedule not be published anywhere publicly because it makes the
schedule useless for everyone to know this information.  (Tape Time:  3:01:10)
Mr. Padilla stated it was the Board's request to ask for the schedule to be put in the agenda previously, but he would make sure it would not be published again. (Tape Time:  3:01:50) Mr. Dean stated if a Board member wants to see the schedule, they are entitled to that privileged information, but it should not be part of the public record and it needs to be changed immediately. (Tape Time:  3:02:00) Mr. Padilla stated it would be changed and would not be put in the agenda in the future.	He also mentioned that the reason it had been placed on the agenda was to approve the increase for the special duty detail with Margate Police.  He stated that Mr. Pawelczyk had reviewed it, and changes need to be made to this document from last year, so it was being presented
here for the Board to approve.	(Tape Time:  3:02:17)
Mr. Pawelczyk stated any changes that were made to the agreement were the same changes that were previously requested by the District, and that the Margate Police Department still provided the wrong form.  However, since there is nothing new, the Margate Police Department should have no problem approving the agreement. Mr.
Pawelcyzk stated if the Board wanted to move forward, the only change would be the
increase to the special duty detail. (Tape Time:  3:03:14)
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ACTION:	Approve increase to the City of Margate Police Department Special Duty Detail Agreement and authorize execution of the document
RESULT:		Increase to City of Margate Special Duty detail Agreement was approved subject to final legal review
MOVER:	Tony Spavento
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Mr. Dean stated the status of the pools reopening has been brought back to every meeting since COVID-19 and he did not believe the status had changed substantially in the last month. (The Board had no additional changes (or motions) to revise the current status of the pool openings at this time) (Tape Time:  3:04:49)  Mr. Dean stated a little bit of public clarity would be good and requested to meet with Mr. Baldis to put more information on the website on how things are going.  Mr. Baldis agreed to meeting with
Mr. Dean whenever he was available. (Tape Time:  3:05:40)
(At this point in the meeting there was a very lengthy back and forth discussion among the Board members, staff and the attending residents regarding reopening the
pools) Tape Time:  3:05:56)
Mr. Baldis requested the Board give direction to KCI to provide construction plans for obtaining prices to replace the dock and walkway at Fay's Cove pool, which is in very bad shape after being repaired several times.  He stated that it is the only dock that is made out of wood and this would be a good time to replace it with the recycled plastic
material, to make it the same as the other two docks. (Tape Time:  3:16:05)
(At this point in the meeting there was some back and forth discussion among the Board and staff related to this item) (Tape Time:  3:16:59) (The Board had no objection to Mr. Ba/dis' request giving Mr. Geiger from KC/ direction to provide information and
construction plans for the dock replacement at Fay's Cove)  (Tape Time:  3:17:26)
Mr. Hall stated Fay's Cove was having transponder issues with an approved tenant of two people living at the address, which now had multiple adults living at that address, and certain cars coming into the community.  He asked Mr. Padilla how many transponders were issued to that particular address because there were 4 vehicles parked there every night for the last 2 months, however the renter never applied for any
transponders. Mr. Hall suggested going back to the approved transponder form and
18
SECONDER:	John Hall

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  3:04:19
file_0.png
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maybe changing the process about restricting tenants applying for and issuing
transponders. (Tape Time:  3: 18:36)
(At this point in the meeting there was some back and forth discussion among the Board and staff related to this item) (Tape Time: 3:21:02) (Mr. Dean suggested Mr. Hall
look at the videos and identify those cars coming into the community, what lanes they are
entering in, and what they are doing)
vehicles.
Mr. Hall agreed to look at the videos to identify the
7.
Adjournment
19
ACTION:	Adjourn the meeting

RESULT:	Meeting adjourned at 10:30 p.m.

MOVER:	Tina Hagen

SECONDER:	Tony Spavento

AYES:	All in favor

Tape time:  3:28:49

